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Abstract  —  Drilling process on wafers to produce EWT or 
MWT solar cells is a critical fabrication step, which affects on 
their mechanical stability. The amount of damage introduced 
during drilling process depends on the density of holes, their size 
and the chemical process applied afterwards. To quantify the 
relation between size of the holes and reduction of mechanical 
strength, several sets of wafers have been prepared, with different 
hole diameter. The mechanical strength of these sets has been 
measured by the ring on ring bending test, and the stress state in 
the moment of failure has been deduced by FE simulation. 
Index Terms —back contact, photovoltaic cells, silicon, stress 
measurement, surface cracks.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
Back contact silicon solar cells have some fabrication steps 
that modify its mechanical structure. Emitter wrap through 
(EWT) solar cell has tiny holes over the whole area and metal 
wrap through (MWT) cell has fewer but bigger holes. Due to 
these holes, both positive and negative contacts can be placed 
on the back side of the wafer, increasing the effective area of 
the cell and simplifying the interconnection process. 
Apart of these advantages, the generation of a drilled 
structure has an important disadvantage relating to mechanical 
properties of the cell. The presence of holes reduces 
significantly the strength of these wafers [1-4] increasing the 
breakage ratio in the cell production line. This ratios are 
critical for the PV industry [5,6] and, therefore, studies 
concerning the influence of the holes in the mechanical 
strength of these type of wafers are gaining popularity last 
years [1-4]. 
These holes act as stress concentrators reducing mechanical 
strength of the wafers. Some factors have been observed that 
affects this reduction. An increase on the hole density involves 
that distance between neighboring holes is reduced.  If two 
holes are close enough, their stress concentration zones can 
overlap, leading to a greater part of the surface subjected to a 
higher stress [4].  
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Characteristic fracture stress versus decreased thickness per 
face. 
 
Moreover, it’s necessary to take into account the damage 
induced by the drilling process. It has been proved that a 
subsequent chemical bath can partially remove the laser 
damage [1,3]. It has also been observed that, as the etching 
process time increases, also increases the characteristic 
fracture stress of the wafer. However, it seems that if the 
processing time continues increasing, the characteristic 
fracture stress begins to drop (see Fig.1).  
The chemical etching process reducing the thickness is also 
enlarging the holes diameter. Therefore, these baths have two 
opposite effects: on one hand, the bath is removing the micro-
cracks coming from the wire sawing and laser drilling 
processes; on the other hand, the bath is increasing the 
diameter and as a consequence, the stress concentration factor. 
This may justify the curve observed in figure 1. This work is 
focused on the hole size effect on mechanical strength of the 
wafer.   
II. PREPARATION OF SAMPLES 
To carry on this study, three sets of 125x125mm 
pseudosquare monocrystalline silicon wafers are prepared. All 
the wafers are subjected to an etching process prior to the 
drilling step, in order to remove any possible wiresaw surface 
damage. This etching is 2 minutes long and removes 7m per 
face. 
The next step is the drilling process, in witch holes are made 
in the wafers by laser. The hole distribution is the same in 
 every wafer. It consist on a matrix of 15 x 15 holes with a 
distance between hole centers of 2mm in both directions. The 
laser drilling process is performed with a Q switched fiber 
laser from EOLITE Systems (France), which generates pulses 
of 10ns, working in a wavelength of  515nm. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Dimensions of the samples. 
 
In order to remove the damage generated during the laser 
process, a final chemical etching is applied to the wafers. This 
final bath is longer and removes 12.5m per face. Final 
thickness of the samples remains between 160m and 170m. 
Processing the wafers in that way, the only difference from set 
to set is the diameter of the holes. The hole diameter are 
approximately; 60m for set 1and 140m for set 2. The third 
set of wafers, named as set 0, remains without holes and it is 
used as reference. 
Finally, the wafers are cut to get 9 samples of 34 mm x 34 
mm from each wafer. Samples dimensions are shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Hole appearance for sets 1 and 2. 
III. RING ON RING TEST 
The Ring on Ring bending test is chosen to evaluate the 
surface damage induced by the holes. In this test, the wafer is 
supported on a ring of 20mm of diameter and a controlled load 
is applied on the front side by an upper ring of 10mm of 
diameter.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Schematic of the Ring on Ring bending test. 
 
This test is appropriate for this study because tensions 
within the lower ring are much larger than the outer part [7]. 
Therefore, the evaluation of the strength takes into account 
only the damage caused by the holes, neglecting the influence 
of any existing damage on the edges of the wafer.  
IV. NUMERICAL MODEL 
The information we get from the test is the behavior of the 
samples and the maximum load and displacement before the 
failure.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Ring on Ring test results for sets 1 and 2. 
  
In Figure 5, the non linear behavior of the samples during 
the test is clearly shown. This behavior is due to the large 
displacements observed in the tests and the contact between 
the samples and the rings. Therefore, analytical methods are 
not valid to calculate the maximum stress in the moment of 
failure because they are based in a linear behavior of the 
samples. The Finite Element Method has been used to evaluate 
the stress state of the samples in the moment of failure. This 
method makes possible to simulate the tests considering the 
non linearities described above and including the special 
features of the material, i.e. the anisotropic behavior of the 
silicon crystal. 
Wafer and supports are modeled with shell elements. In 
previous studies [8] it was demonstrated that the influence of 
the holes in the stiffness of the wafer can be neglected. 
Therefore, two models without holes are developed: one 
model corresponding to the thinnest wafer and other model 
corresponding o the thickest one. Test result and the models 
developed can be seen in figure 6.  
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Test results and FE simulations 
 
The fracture stress for all samples is obtained through a 
linear interpolation taking into account the elastic energy 
stored in the wafer before failure and its thickness. It is 
considered the maximum principal stress is the failure stress. 
The FE model is developed using the commercial package 
ANSYS. When the loading of a wafer is simulated, the stress 
distribution on it is obtained. 
V. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MEASURES 
Once the fracture stress of the wafers is obtained, the 
resulting values for each set are fitted to a three parameter 
Weibull distribution by the least square method. This 
cumulative distribution function is expressed as follows [9].  
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Where  is the location parameter representing a threshold 
stress,  is the scale parameter and  is the shape parameter 
which gives information about the scattering of the samples. 
This function depends on the size of the loaded area. This 
dependence is known as the size effect and it takes into 
account that greater size of the sample implies lower strength 
values. The size effect correction requires an iterative 
procedure [10] that includes the calculation of the equivalent 
area of each test.  
In this case, since all samples and tests have the same 
dimensions, it has been supposed that the equivalent area is 
similar. As the strength comparison between sets is more 
important in this study than the actual value of the strength, the 
equivalent area has been considered as unity giving the next 
expression for the probability of failure:  
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In this case, the scale parameter has the same dimensions as 
 and the sum of the scale and location parameters gives the 
characteristic fracture stress  which counts on the 63.2% of 
the samples will fail. This value is employed to characterize 
the strength of each set.  
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Test results and FE simulations 
 
Results of the fitting are shown in figure 7 and summarize in 
table I.  
 VI. RESULTS 
The analysis of the Weibull parameters for each set show 
that the presence of holes affects to the mechanical strength of 
the wafers.  
 
  (MPa)  (MPa)   (MPa) 
Set 0 293.12 160.12 1.11 453.24 
Set 1 191.55 237.97 1.86 429.52 
Set 2 78.72 71.45 1.83 150.16 
 
Table I. Results of Weibull adjustment. 
 
Regarding to the characteristic fracture stress, it can be seen 
that the tiny holes of set 1 don’t have too much influence in the 
mechanical strength. Previous results [1,3,4,8] show a major 
reduction due to the presence of holes with similar diameter 
but in these cases, the distance between holes was much 
smaller. In those studies, the samples prepared represented the 
physical structure of wafers for EWT solar cells where holes 
are closer than those present in the samples prepare for this 
study. Therefore, there was an overlapping between the zones 
affected by the presence of holes reducing more significantly 
the mechanical strength of the samples. Moreover, it can be 
seen in Table I that the mechanical strength of set 2 is clearly 
affected by the holes of diameters of 140m. In this case, even 
though the distance between holes prevents the overlapping 
described above, the diameter of the holes is so high that the 
stress concentration around them reduces considerably the 
strength of the samples.  
Furthermore, the comparison of the shape parameter of each 
set shows that the scattering of set 0 is higher than the other 
sets since  has a lower value. Results of sets 1 and 2 are 
similar scattered. For set 0, the study is estimating the Weibull 
parameters of wafers without holes being micro-cracks or 
defects in the structure the cause of the failure. Therefore, the 
scattering is higher. However, for sets 1 and 2, the failure is 
produced by the stress concentration around the holes reducing 
the scattering of the test results. 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
A methodology for analyzing the mechanical strength of 
drilled wafers as the EWT and MWT has been established, 
and the influence of different hole sizes has been studied. 
With this aim, three sets of wafers have been prepared. The 
first set has no holes, the second one has holes with a diameter 
of 60m and the last one has holes with a diameter of 140m. 
All the samples have been tested by the Ring on Ring 
bending test and a numerical model has been developed in 
order to get the stress distribution on the samples just before 
the failure.  Finally, a statistical study has been carried out by 
fitting the failure stresses to a three parameter Weibull 
distribution. 
As it was expected, it has been observed that the presence of 
holes in the wafer reduces its the mechanical strength, and as 
the hole diameter increases the wafer becomes weaker. Also, it 
has been observed that the etching process after drilling step 
can remove the laser damage almost completely. For samples 
with small holes, mechanical strength can reach values close to 
mechanical strength of no drilled samples. 
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